Sensory experience and perceptual learning changes the receptive field properties of 25 cortical pyramidal neurons, largely mediated by long-term potentiation (LTP) of synapses.
INTRODUCTION

45
Sensory experience and perceptual learning can remodel neocortical synaptic circuits 46 throughout life (Feldman, 2009 ). The long-term potentiation and depression of synapses 47 ( Supplementary Figure 1) . Together, the data strongly suggests that the activity of 159 POm inputs is required to drive LTP.
161
We observed no spikes upon RPS or L4-RES. Thus, similar to in vivo experiments, the LTP (Figure 2A,B ).
179
L4-evoked PSP amplitudes did not increase without RPS (Figure 2E Figure 2F ).
199
We found that RPS failed to induce LTP in slices of mice that had undergone prior RWS 
285
This corroborates our hypothesis that the pairing of L4 and POm inputs leads to a 286 disinhibition of L2/3 pyramidal neurons through a POm-to-VIP-to-SST-to-L2/3 microcircuit.
288
To further confirm that VIP interneurons can disinhibit L2/3 pyramidal neurons upon PS, we 289 performed voltage-clamp recordings in L2/3 pyramidal neurons while silencing VIP 290 interneurons using hM4Di ( Figure 4E ). PS-evoked postsynaptic currents were recorded at 291 various holding potentials (-70mV, -50mV, -30mV, and 0mV) before and after addition of 292 CNO to generate synaptic current-voltage (I-V) curves ( Figure 4I ). Under both conditions 293 we found a linear relationship between the integrated currents and the holding potentials. 
316
RPS while reducing SST interneuron activity did not increase PSP amplitudes over time,
317
indicating that LTP was not due to a ramping up of responses upon prolonged inactivity 318 ( Figure 5D ). This data is consistent with the idea that disinhibition is a permissive factor 319 for the induction of LTP. This prompts the question as to whether disinhibition alone would 320 be sufficient to drive LTP of rhythmically stimulated intracortical synapses, or whether direct 321 glutamatergic POm input to L2/3 pyramidal neurons is an additional requirement. To test 322 this we expressed hM4Di in SST interneurons as well as in the POm, and reduced both of 323 their activity with CNO while rhythmically stimulating L4 (RES, 8Hz for 1min; Figure 5E ).
324
RES did not evoke LTP under these conditions. This shows that direct inputs from the POm 
328
If VIP interneurons are driving this disinhibiton, and their activation is unequivocally 329 required to facilitate LTP, then reduced VIP interneuron activity should also inhibit the LTP.
330
To test this we measured the effects of RPS on L2/3 pyramidal neurons while reducing the 331 activity of hM4Di-expressing VIP neurons with CNO ( Figure 5I ). Under these conditions 332 RPS resulted in significantly smaller cumulative and mean PSP amplitudes throughout the 333 pairing (Supplementary Figure 5) , and it did not drive LTP ( Figure 5J -K). RPS could, 334 however, induce LTP when CNO was not present ( Figure 5L ), and omitting RPS did not 335 increase PSP amplitudes, indicating respectively, that the lack of LTP was not due to the 336 expression of hM4Di per se and not caused by a ramping down of PSP amplitudes with 337 prolonged VIP interneuron inactivation ( Figure 5L ).
339
Altogether, these data show that the repeated coincident activation of intracortical synaptic 340 circuitry together with higher-order thalamic input gates plasticity of intracortical synapses 341 in S1 via disinhibition.
343
DISCUSSION
344
We showed that the rhythmic co-activation (RPS, 8Hz) of L4-ascending (lemniscal) and 
355
The LTP was observed at synapses that were recruited by electrical stimulation of L4, but 356 was also critically dependent upon POm activity. L4-RES could drive LTP, but this was less 
381
The LTP occurred in the absence of somatic spikes since we did not observe any during 382 RPS. Thus, the LTP was dependent upon subthreshold depolarization rather than bAPs, 
417
Therefore, POm activity not only evokes excitatory responses in L2/3 pyramidal neuron 418 dendrites, but also causes a disinhibition when paired with L4 stimulation.
420
Our results demonstrate that the recruitment of a VIP interneuron-associated disinhibitory 421 motif is essential for eliciting synaptic plasticity, and strongly suggest that excitatory POm . Our data suggest that these feedback signals could gate plasticity in 440 pyramidal neurons and reinforce the synapses of the first-order pathways that convey the 441 principal sensory information. This could be a mechanism for the tuning of cortical synaptic 442 circuits during sensory learning. Interestingly, VIP interneurons in S1 are also activated by 443 projections from the vibrissal primary motor cortex (vM1), which highlights another, now 
502
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911
The power of the optical stimuli after the objective was kept at ~0.9mW x mm 2 .
913
In whole-cell current-clamp, the experimental LTP protocol consisted of a 5-min baseline 914 period in which electrical stimuli (L4-ES; 0.1Hz) were alternated with optical stimuli (POm-915 OS; 0.1Hz) every 1 min, followed by a 1-min period of rhythmic paired stimulation (RPS; 916 8Hz), and a 30-min plasticity readout period with the same stimuli as during baseline.
917
During RPS L4-ES and POm-OS were applied at the exact same time. We then compared to the actuator was set to evoke a whisker displacement of 0.6mm with a ramp of 7-8ms.
940
After whisker stimulation, the mouse was immediately decapitated, which was followed by 941 thalamocortical slice preparation, and RPS. 
963
Slices with an intensity measurement of more then 3 x 10 4 a.u. in L4 (400-600μm) were 964 deemed to have spill-over of AAV in the VPM, and were eliminated from any further LTP 965 analysis.
967
To estimate the extent of hM4Di-expression, (Supplementary Figure 3) visibly positive 968 cells were counted, and expressed as the total number in 100μm increments from the pia,
969
as well as the number within a layer ( Supplementary Figure 3) , as described 48 . Layers 970 were determined from their distance from the pia. 
978
To avoid counting false-positives, two controls were performed. First, images were taken in 979 an area adjacent to injection area (i.e., cells that were not visibly expressing hM4Di-980 mCherry; Supplementary Figure 3 ). ROIs were drawn around anti-SST or anti-VIP 981 positive cells, and fluorescence intensity in the red channel was quantified (green data 982 points in Supplementary Figure 3 ). Next, images were taken of the injection area in Figure 1I : Mean POm-OS PSP Pyr amplitude before pre (0.47±0.1mV) vs. post (0.56±0.15 mV) RPS; n=8 cells; P=0.566; paired Student's t-test (β=0.082). Figure 1J : Supplemental Table   Figure 4H : Mean POm-OS PSP Pyr amplitude pre CNO (0.54±0.06mV) vs. post (0.44±0.04mV); n=9 cells; P=0.0445; paired Student's t-test (β=0.54). Figure 4I : Slopes pre (-0.28±0.01pC/mV) vs. post CNO (-0.37±0.02pC/mV), n=7, P=0.0365, an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA). Figure 4K : Mean pre CNO (43.53±10.12nS) vs. post CNO (59.14±8.466nS), n=7 cells, P=0.0064, paired Student's t-test (β=0.92) Figure 5C : Mean L4-ES PSP amplitude pre RPS SST-hM4Di (2.51±0.48mV) vs. post (4.06±0.94mV); n=6 cells, P=0.0478; paired Student's t-test (0.56). Figure 5d : Normalized L4-ES PSP Pyr peak amplitude (%), 2 min bins, comparing RPS SST-hM4Di + CNO, n=6 cells, vs. No RPS SST-hM4Di + CNO, n=4 cells, P=0.0493; Twoway repeated measures ANOVA. Figure 5G : Mean L4-ES PSP amplitudes pre (1.96±0.36mV) vs. post (2.053±0.33mV). RES SST&POm-hM4Di , n=7 cells, P=0.8477; paired Student's t-test (β=0.05). Figure 5K : 
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